Channeling your inner
Danny ocean
creating memorable virtual events

Create an experience

Linus Caldwell: Smash-and-grab job, huh?
Rusty Ryan: Slightly more complicated than that.

More than a smash-and-grab
It can be so tempting to simply put the relevant pieces of the puzzle in place - viewing a
schedule, buying tickets, and attending - and then dust your hands together and call it a
success. However, it will likely leave your audience feeling lacking and be highly UNLIKELY to
bring them back to another event. If your goal is indeed to bring your audience back again
and again, you’ll want to put them and their experience at the center of your event design.
There is evidence that user experience is a market di erentiator.
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Designing with the user in mind isn’t di cult, but it also doesn’t happen by accident. This
white paper will walk you through the key decisions to make and questions to ask when
designing a memorable user experience for your virtual event attendees. At the end, you’ll get
a checklist to help you walk through which platforms you’ll be using for each crucial part of
the experience.

THE CROWN JEWEL
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To start, your audience has to know what you have to o er. It’s unlikely they’ll attend
something when they know nothing about it. What is it that you’re hoping to convey to your
audience? What do you want them to walk away with? This is your guiding star for all your
decisions.

Get the crew together

The Roster
Like all good heists, you’ll need a crew and a plan. Whether it’s a week-long event or just a
couple of hours, the audience needs a place to see what your plan is. How long will the
event be? Will there be multiple sessions per time slot? What kind of content can they
expect?
They’ll also want to know who is going to be there. There are a lot of platforms for this HeySummit, Eventbrite, and even YouTube could be used to livestream an event. Think about
what you want to showcase and, remember your crown jewel - what do you want them to
walk away with? What do you want them the feel when they leave the event? A platform like
YouTube is pretty minimal and one-way. Chat is the only interaction. If you want something
truly interactive and social, that may not be the tool you want to use. It also doesn’t showcase
multiple presenters or sessions in the same way something like HeySummit or Eventbrite
would.

access
People can’t attend what they don’t have access to. The next big decision is what tickets will
be o ered and how will people be able to purchase them. This is also the time to decide if
you’re going to o er replays of the sessions or workshops or not. We are big proponents of
o ering replays and we’ll talk about why later.
One option for tickets is tiered with early bird pricing being a bit cheaper a couple of months
before the event and regular pricing being full price closer to the event. Another option would
be to o er one tier of ticket to attend only the live sessions of the event and a second level
that includes live sessions and replays for a slightly higher price.
No matter what you go with, make sure that you have an easy mechanism for refunding
tickets. It can get complicated and di cult quickly if you can’t easily refund tickets. Tools like
Stripe typically integrate with most platforms and make refunding quick and painless for both
you and your user.
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As with all your decisions, go back to what kind of experience you want your user to have.
Purchasing their tickets and being able to access them when it is time for the event should be
e ortless. The more friction there is, the more frustration for your attendee and the less
chance they’ll want to attend another event if you have one.

The plan
Attending online events is relatively new for a lot of folks, in order to make sure they’re as
comfortable online as they would be in person, create a plan for communication. Walk them
through what to expect the day of the event. Send out email communications that include
GIFs, videos, and images as well as explanations and descriptions of:

•
•
•
•
•

Where they go the day of the event to access the content live
Any preparations they might need to do like downloading special software
Any compatibility issues they might encounter
Where they go to view and even set up their personal schedule of events
Where and who they can contact for help both before and during the event
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In advance of the event, email works just ne to touch base with attendees. During the event,
email won’t be fast and responsive enough (more on that later). Choose a customer
relationship manager or newsletter tool like Mailchimp or Hubspot to send out mass emails
and track attendee support across your entire event sta .

Once you’re inside
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Saul Bloom: I have a question: Say we get into the cage,
and through the security doors there and down the
elevator we can't move, and past the guards with the
guns, and into the vault we can't open...
Rusty Ryan: Without being seen by the cameras.
Danny Ocean: Oh yeah, sorry, I forgot to mention that.
Saul Bloom: Yeah well, say we do all that... uh... we're
just supposed to walk out of there with a hundred and
fty million dollars in cash on us, without getting
stopped?
[everyone looks at Danny]
Danny Ocean: Yeah.
Saul Bloom: Oh...Okay. [takes a pill]

The cameras
We touched brie y on the platform you’ll use to actually connect with attendees and show
sessions in real time. Go back to that crown jewel and compare options to nd something that
best ts your vision. Here are some things to keep in mind:

• How many sessions will you have happening at the same time? Zoom for example will

•
•
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only allow an account to have one meeting or webinar happening at a time. So, if you want
to have multiple webinars running with Zoom, you’ll need multiple accounts and at the time
of this printing a Pro level account was required in order to add the webinar feature.
How many attendees do you expect to have per session? The lowest Zoom webinar
allows for 100 attendees but you can also stream to YouTube, Facebook, and other
streaming applications.
Be especially mindful if you have a keynote. For the keynote you’ll have the maximum
number of attendees all at the same time. You might need one higher tier account to
accommodate this large number of attendees in one session.
Consider which platforms are most familiar to people. The major video conferencing
platforms are Zoom, Google Meet, WebEx, and Microsoft Teams.
Test your prospective platforms with your user in mind. Who is your prototype attendee?
What’s their age group? What other demographics do you know that could impact what
tools they prefer or that would provide them with the best experience?

Find your Livingston dell
Livingston Dell was Danny’s surveillance specialist and tech guy. On the day of the event
you’ll want a real-time portal for attendees to contact you should they get into some trouble.
While it will be tempting to think that email is su cient, we assure you, it is not. While email
typically is pretty instantaneous nowadays, it can still get lost in the depths of the internet and
get delayed. Also, support exchanges tend to happen rapid re more like real time chat and
attendees are losing precious seconds while they wait for responses leading to additional
frustration.
This is why we recommend one or both of the following:

• An open video chat space: This could be a Google Meet that has a support person or two
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(depending on the volume of your event) at all times which is open throughout the entire
event. This way it can be shared or posted in your event ecosystem and people know where
to go if they get into trouble.
A chat channel: This could be Slack or a closed Facebook group or any number of tools.
The only requirements are that it is accessible to your audience. Some people feel like Slack
is yet another tool (Be mindful of tool overload) while some professions or organizations are
used to using Slack. Real time chat will be much less frustrating than email and give you a
space to share real-time updates and changes that will likely happen like changes to
presenters or links to sessions.

Standing at the fountains

It’s a fake
While replays are not a requirement, they’re a great asset for attendees who have last minute
con icts or get sick or just want to rewatch the session. As we mentioned earlier, o ering
replays can be an added perk for attendees that you can gure into your ticket prices.
Typically, we recommend o ering 90 days to view playbacks. This gives the attendee plenty of
time to watch and rewatch in order to get the most from the content without leaving you to
host the content forever.
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There are typically two parts to replays - where they’ll be stored and where they’ll be watched.
Sometimes those are the same place. Vimeo and YouTube will provide a place to host and
view playbacks. Keep in mind there are some restrictions on the length of the video based on
your account type and longevity. Other places are a bit more raw in terms of hosting like
Spaces on DigitalOcean. You could also use a tool like Dropbox and even password protect
the playbacks, but again, there are some restrictions and costs associated. Go back to your
crown jewel and decide what makes the most sense for your event and audience.

The take
Once your event is over, don’t let the experience end. there. Follow up via email/newsletter.
Be sure to thank them for attending and invite them to keep in touch either via your
newsletter, social media, or if you have another event already set up, to purchase tickets for
the next event. There are a ton of tools out there for managing email lists, customer
relationships, and newsletters and many of them are either all-in-one or integrate with one
another.
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If you can nd a tool that integrates with your purchasing platform, then all the better. That
means as people purchase tickets, they’ll be funneled right to your newsletter tool making
contacting your attendees e ortless. Consider using segments too. You can take attendees
by the sessions or topics they attend or by the events they attend. This makes contacting
them about valuable information that much easier.
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You look down, they know you're lying and up, they
know you don't know the truth. Don't use seven words
when four will do. Don't shift your weight, look always
at your mark but don't stare, be speci c but not
memorable, be funny but don't make him laugh. He's
got to like you then forget you the moment you've left
his side. And for God's sake, whatever you do, don't,
under any circumstances...
- Rusty Ryan

The sequel
Have the exibility to pivot.
Things will happen.
Mistakes will be made.
Learn from it and use it to improve the next experience.
Make checklists for all the things you do from the preparation to the day of the event and
after.
If you don’t want to make your own checklist, you can use ours at the end of this document.
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But what ever you do, don’t under any circumstances…

Planning Your Heist
Section

Questions

The Crown Jewel

What is it that you’re hoping to convey to your
audience? What do you want them to walk away
with?

The Roster

Where will you host your list of presenters and
schedule?

Access

Where will attendees purchase tickets?

The Plan

What platform will you use for attendees to view
the event?

Answers

Planning Your Heist
Section

Questions

The Cameras

Will you be streaming? If so, to what platforms?
What connections will you need?

Your Livingston Dell

What will you use for real time support during the
event?

It’s a Fake

Will there be replays available? Where will replays
be hosted and where will attendees be able to
view them after the event?

The Take

What customer relationship tool or newsletter tool
will you use to communicate?

Answers

If you want to add us to your crew, we can consult on your event with you:
https://theintelligenthoodlums.com/contact-us/

